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On the edge of North Africa’s desert, I watch 
nomads shelter from the sun in a camel-hair tent. 
A man herds his camels with curved daggers hang-
ing down his back, a long colorful scarf wrapping 
his head and neck. Mules swing their heads and 
stare, with the great stone and snowy caps of the 
Atlas Mountains in the distance.

It's late February, and I’m in South Morocco, 
following in the footsteps of ancient Berber 
tribes, an indigenous ethnic group descendant of 
the pre-Arab inhabitants of North Africa. The 
Berbers are a people who, after repelling ancient 
Roman colonialists and surviving several Islamic 
dynasties, have kept their nomadic lifestyle alive 
across the deserts and mountains of Morocco 

(and Tunisia, Algeria, and Egypt). Their history 
serves as a link to the ancient past of the land and 
remains distinct from the Islamic faith brought 
about by the successive waves of conquest start-
ing in the seventh century. 

The culture of Morocco is as diverse as 
its landscape. Apart from Berbers, it has been 
influenced by Arabs, Phoenicians, Sub-Saharan 
Africans, Romans, and others. Today, most 
Berbers, it turns out, are no longer nomadic, 
except for some tribes in the Sahara. And 
that's precisely why I am on a four-day road trip 
through some of the emptiest, most evocative 
corners of southern Morocco, revisiting the 
ancient caravan route through the Sahara, a 

track that has been traversed since the fifth 
century BC. 

Thanks to a Frenchman, Thierry Teyssier, 
well known for his theatrical event planning, I 
take in Morocco's wilderness from private vantage 
points and a few spectacular roads unknown to 
anyone but locals. Recognized for having some of 
the most creative ideas in the world of deep-dive 
travel and confident that travelers require more 
comforts than nomads, Teyssier designed the 
Route du Sud. This unparalleled expedition takes 
me on a serendipitous discovery of Morocco's 
southern extremes. 

“Many people think South Morocco is just 
desert,” says Fabian, our RDS host. “Teyssier 

created the Route du Sud to show the di!erent 
faces of a spectacular side of Morocco,” he goes on. 
The journey takes me to four isolated destinations 
in the country's deep southern reaches. More or 
less equidistant from one another but diverse 
in landscape, three of these locations are where 
Teyssier has designed Maisons des rêves– dream 
houses, each finished by regional artisans and 
outstandingly beautiful. 

The expedition commences in Marrakech 
and we drive northwest of Taroudant for over 
three hours. I arrive in an out-of-the-way corner 
of Agadir, an ancient town in the foothills of the 
Anti-Atlas Mountains. I stay high atop a hill at 
the edge of a canyon, above ridged mountains "  
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 and groves of argan trees, in a traditional  white-
washed house. From the outside, the house looks 
like the half-dozen others in the tiny remote 
village, but the inside reveals an elegant jewel 
with a compelling contrast between the old and 
new, and a sensational view. 

The next morning, our caravan heads south, 
crossing pristine countryside where the scenery 
changes by the hour. Nestled on hillsides are 
mud-walled Berber houses recognizable by their 
low doors, a trace of ancient times. We follow a 
route hugging the base of the enormous yellow 
argan-covered hills that meander down the coast 
at the edge of the blue Atlantic. It's lunchtime, and 
we stop on a deserted beach in Sidi Ifni, where, 

to my surprise, an immaculate picnic is set up 
by an advance-operations team that tracks each 
Route du Sud client. Then, we drive further south, 
through terraced farms, and stroll the deserted 
blu!. Rocky sandstone hills loom in the distance, 
and after a couple of hours, we arrive at the glori-
ous Maison de l’Oasis. 

Near an old caravan town on the Timbuktu 
route at the Sahara’s edge, we spend our southern-
most halt within Morocco’s largest inhabited oasis. 
I join Fabian on a bike ride across traditional and 
abandoned houses, and pass through impressive 
water system installations built by locals, and then 
onto a discovery of seemingly impossible visual 
combinations: the ferric red of Africa appears in 

rocky hills covered in sparse emerald grass, and in 
the same frame, a Swiss pine forest. 

We spend a few hours on the road every day; 
as we move south, we take dozens of unpaved 
turno!s in pursuit of places that tell a story. In 
between, we walk across villages and climb 
deserted hilltop fortresses. We reach the elegant 
Maison Rouge in the remote town of Aojou on 
the third day of the expedition. The following day, 
we move east, taking the same dirt road driven by 
the iconic Paris Dakar Rally, to reach the Sahara’s 
sa!ron dunes near the Algerian border where 
Route du Sud sets an exquisite tent camp.

“Morocco’s ancient caravan route started in 
Timbuktu,” says Fabian. “It collected spices, salt, 

and other goods to deliver across Morocco over 
a two-month journey,” he explains. As we follow 
the ancient route and leave the shifting sands of 
the desert behind, the Sahara, now out of sight, is 
suddenly behind a line of red mountains. We head 
to Skoura, a town in Ouarzazate Province, in the 
‘Valley of One Thousand Kasbahs’, which, with 
its ancient villages and more than 1,000 ruined 
castles, feels stuck in the Middle Ages. Deep 
in the palmeraie of southeastern Skoura is Dar 
Ahlam, a two-hundred-year-old rammed earth 
kasbah restored into a hotel masterpiece from 
Tessyier. I stop here for two memorable nights 
before crossing the rugged Atlas Mountains to 
head back to Marrakech.
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